Corona News 04/12/2021 Bad luck breakdowns and bankruptcies
As of April 12, 2021 12:21 p.m.: 136 million infections worldwide, Germany reached 3 million with
78,425 deaths
Infection rates: USA 31 million, India 13.3 million, Brazil 13.5 million, Russia 4.6 million EU: France
5.1 million, Spain 3.3 million, Italy 3.7 million England 4.4 million 2.9 million deaths worldwide.
Turkey Argentina Colombia Mexico Iran over 2 million 22 countries over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
Provided by the Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE)

Germany - numbers on 04/11/2021 3:08 a.m. 7 days incidence for Germany 129.2
Total infections: 2,998,268 / + 17,855 on the previous day, deaths 78,353 / + 104 on the previous
day
Copyright Esri Deutschland GmbH Kranzberg on behalf of RKI Germany

There was once a TV show with a similar title on ARD, which ran with Max Schautzer. The title fits the
work of the federal government, prime ministers and everything related to Corona, especially if you
look at this year.
First of all, congratulations to the federal government, Germany exceeded the threshold of 3 million
corona infected on Sunday, now make a little effort, then we will manage the 100,000 deaths by the
end of April.
But one thing is a good thing from this week: The senseless Prime Minister's meetings will no longer
take place for the time being, the Infection Protection Act will probably be amended in the Bundestag
so that regulations can be created that are valid nationwide. But the expressions of displeasure by
some members of the Bundestag that all Corona decisions in the elite circle of the MPKs would be
decided without the participation of the MPs do not stop. Because now they are upset that federalism
would no longer apply and that new rules would be created bypassing the prime minister, which would
then simply have to be adopted by the states. Well, what then, dear Members of Parliament, do you
want to be involved in decisions, even if many have no idea about this matter, or not? Both are not
possible. Apart from that, more and more decisions and regulations by courts are overturned, there is
an urgent need for new, binding jurisprudence so that the current regulations cannot be overturned
by the courts.
There are misunderstandings, ambiguities and inconsistencies when it comes to tests, vaccinations and
the Luca app. Because these 3 things are now mixed nationwide, in one federal state the group of 60 64 year olds is already vaccinated, in the next federal state not even all over 80 year olds are
vaccinated, in other federal states everyone is vaccinated with "residues" from AstraZeneca, whoever
comes first gets it, because it has to go, it expires and will soon be renamed Vaxzevria. Mr. Lauterbach
has also had himself vaccinated with AstraZeneca in the meantime, and what can one say he tolerated
well - at first - then 2 days of fever and chills, he later had to admit meekly. But why is he talking about
it, it's just a vaccine reaction, quite normal.

Now that the entire failure of the EU to buy vaccines, vdLeyen to be more precise, is now sufficiently
well known, the EU is now turning in the other direction: After the Moderna message that less vaccine
is being delivered, and the problems with AstraZeneca in general, more vaccine as a supplier, she now
buys the Russian vaccine Sputnik V and pays an extremely inflated price, the main thing is that you are
there. And funny about it: Back when the vaccine was inoculated in Russia, everyone was against it,
too few studies, no effectiveness test, everything was ascribed to the vaccine. And now suddenly one
ascribes miraculous powers to him. And despite the current lack of EMA approval, Mr. Haseloff raves:
Even the GDR had good experiences with Russian vaccines. He ought to know and obviously got some
of it in an earlier time.
The family doctors are now joining the whole German vaccination drama. First welcome as additional
contact points for vaccinations, as they would also know their patients better and now the first
criticism: They would not adhere to the vaccination priorities at all. It doesn't work at all. What's the
point of the long outdated prioritization when only 20 people can be vaccinated anyway and then the
whole vaccine is gone? And as soon as they started, the first breakdown occurred: Wrong accessories
for the vaccination doses were sent to general practitioners, cannulas are leaking, leak, and do not go
together with syringes. The usual chaos.
The same with tests: some test centers have already closed temporarily because no tests are available
or there is a lack of staff. Others have no free appointments for weeks. And the Luca app: some federal
states have it, some are introducing it, and some shops also have a QR code at the entrance, but only
a small proportion of the population can use it because the Luca app has to be installed on their mobile
phone first be. There should already be shops that use the Luca app as a prerequisite for being able to
enter the shop. But things will get tricky and hot from summer 2021 at the latest, when the first
privileged can romp around in the cinema and theater again, can linger in the outdoor area of the
gastronomy while others can only look enviously over the fence. But this is how it is planned and this
is how it will happen: The "vaccination refusers" will then be forced, as it were, through exclusion from
public life, to be vaccinated. Speaking of vaccination and testing: Merkel and Co. had announced that
employers would be obliged to test their employees. But how should that look like in practice: I imagine
it to be like this in a company with 30 - 40 employees that opens at 9 a.m. All employees have to come
around 1 hour earlier so that all test results are available before the store opens, Otherwise the test
would be silly if the employee first had contact with the customer, only to find out an hour later that
he was infected. But who should pay the hour in advance? Working hours ? Fits well with the heading
that a company should be expected to lockdown for one day 10 days after the announcement is not
possible, but the company should solve this serious problem on its own. Typical.
Apart from that, fewer and fewer citizens rightly feel like taking part in the ever-changing corona
requirements and are rebelling. This is where the HDE comes in at the right time: It demands that every
citizen be given 500 euros for shopping, based on the US, where Trump distributed dollars to the
population. Via the pension fund, payroll, employment agency payment or otherwise. The HDE does
not say anything about who should control what happens to people who fall out of the ordinary and
from what age this should apply. Apart from that, there is already an agreement in NRW with IG Metall
and the employers' association, here the employer pays every employee in the metal and electrical
industry 500 euros corona bonus for June 2021.
There is once again a special regulation in the city of Göttingen. Since April 2nd, 2021, it has been
mandatory to wear a mask in selected inner city areas from Monday - Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
on Sunday anyone can stay there without a mask. Interesting, Corona also seems to be taking a break
on Sundays. Smart people who now claim that it was on Sunday, nobody was shopping and the streets
would be almost empty: Oh, why is this Sunday exemption then not valid in the surrounding cities like
Bad Lauterberg, Osterode, Hann. Münden, Duderstadt etc.?

Although all of these cities have significantly fewer inhabitants than Göttingen, it is precisely for this
reason that the streets there seem to be more crowded on Sundays.
And another interesting point has now come to the public to the annoyance of the federal government:
How is it that people with a migration background of all people have an extremely high rate in hospital
with Corona with ventilation? Do they not adhere to the rules and therefore become more ill? and why
was that never reported? Always the same after it became known: Denial was the first reaction, there
were no figures about it; until the first hospitals published exactly these numbers. Bad luck for Merkel
and Co.
Aren't you surprised either? We already have a week after Easter and no talk of dramatically increasing
numbers after the Easter holidays, or are they still to come? Oh yes, everyone is healthy, especially
those from Mallorca. It's practical, you don't have to queue up for testing and evaluation, you pay 80
euros or so and get a clearance certificate fresh from the German doctor with you on the flight;
everything OK. You can say what you want: Everywhere where money can be earned in Corona times,
and really, there are black sheep, no scruples, no inhibitions: First overpriced mask sales, political coearners with mask sales, fictitious companies and employees to collect help , now wrong certificates
and what else there is. In all of these cases, the citizen first sees that these are no longer individual
cases, no, these are meshes that are pulled through en masse. And the state and their police / customs
are overwhelmed to find out or to recognize. Who already knows a certificate from abroad and knows
whether it is real? Anyone can print it out from the Internet and enter the date and name. So why pay
a lot of money for a test?
And then there are companies, like in this case Lufthansa, which collected 9 billion euros in corona
money last year to help with the 90% flight cancellations. For example. Sounds justified at first.
However, this does not prevent the Lufthansa Supervisory Board from paying out bonuses to the board
members from the taxpayers' money. Although this is clearly forbidden and was stated in the
regulations on state corona rules. But who cares: The supervisory board wanted to change that, but
got into trouble with the federal government. That's what it says. It also says that the project has
stopped for the time being. First off. Surely one finds now or has already found a regulation how one
can now cobble money into the impoverished board members. Or maybe a couple of free flight tickets?
Sorry, I forgot, they're already flying free in first class. So I have a simple solution: comply with the rule
or your money back - everything. Let's see where the 9 billion get from. But the federal government
prefers to forego money, otherwise there will be threats of “job losses”. Always the same scheme.
Now comes a topic that really makes me happy: Yes, there is. Even in Corona times, and that has to do
with Corona. With vaccination, to be precise. And Uschi Glas. First off. For a good week now, a
particularly shabby promotional video from the Ministry of Health has been circulating on the website,
where Ms. Glas advertises vaccinations and tells old-fashioned stories about polio and co. Then she is
shown in the promotional video during the "alleged" vaccination on the right. Oops, on other
advertising posters she shows and wears the adhesive plaster on her left arm, the vaccination seems
to have migrated. Uschi Glas, known for the half-blood Apanatschi at Winnetou, where she clearly cut
a better figure, and for the Uschi Glas make-up set, which, to be careful, did not have the intended
effect for all users, is responsible for such a badly done fake campaign. The "Uschi Glas Team" did not
respond to this in writing. What should you write about it: She probably didn't get vaccinated at all.

You can come up with this idea when you look at the second candidate who was supposed to start this
week and who is actually doing it: Günther Jauch; so far known as a serious moderator, that's how I
felt. So far. What happened ? As I said, Günther Jauch is also one of 3 advertising characters in the
vaccination campaign, which was produced by the Ministry of Health for a lot of money and is now
degenerating into a fake. Because as we know, Günther Jauch fell ill with Corona for a few days and is
at home in quarantine. But how can that be, he is vaccinated, or is he not? But like Uschi Glas, he wears
a vaccination plaster on the same arm. The truth is: Mr. Jauch has not yet been vaccinated. The
adhesive plaster, the vaccination scenery, everything fake, show and just turned so that citizens like
you can be better manipulated, how great and safe the vaccination is. Category bottom drawer, but a
classic example of how in Corona times and certainly not only because citizens are duped with
statements and videos in order to achieve a certain result. Now you can classify the statements of
Wieler, Spahn and Co. much better, category trash can. I'll get to Wieler in a moment, but I'll come
back to Jauch. How do I know that, some ask now? First of all, EVERY reader must be aware that if you
make these claims and they are untrue with Mr. Jauch, I would get in trouble. The voices. They come
from the mouth of Mr Jauch himself, who explains in a video that I have at my disposal: You will see
him in a video with a plaster on his arm over the next few days. Oh, he was vaccinated and then he got
Corona, people will say. No, it's not his turn yet, doesn't know when it's his turn, the time has come.
But he definitely wants to get vaccinated, regardless of the vaccine. And just want to advertise that
citizens get vaccinated. Did you forget to say that he would also like to take the advertising fee with
him, or does someone think that this is free? And then the question arises whether Ms. Glas was also
faked. Probably.
Now to Prof. Wieler. He made a clear announcement at a press conference at the end of March: You
don't even know how long the vaccines will offer protection, whether you have to be re-vaccinated
after six months or after a year. Not only that, dear Mr. Wieler, a mutation can occur at any time or
maybe it already exists, a completely new vaccine must be used. In the meantime, studies by Biontech
and Moderna also support the statements of at least six months. That would be great, because if not
even half of the population has been vaccinated, the first have to start again.
Finally, a short message about AstraZeneca: As a high-ranking representative of the EMA has now
revealed, there are connections to the vaccine and the blood clots. For weeks this was denied at first,
there would be no more deaths than usual, even the President of the Paul Ehrlich Institute spoke of
normal numbers as well, and suddenly, as more and more are dying, the confession at the expense of
the dead. I think it is good and right that the first families of the dead are now filing a lawsuit. I'm just
afraid they won't get anything. The lying, the cover-up will go on and on. There is only one way out:
Do not believe a politician but use your common sense. When in doubt, believe the advertising on
television: if there are side effects or complications, ask your doctor or pharmacist; definitely not a
politician.

